
PubCon To Sponsor Door64 Tech Fair In Austin, Texas On June 15  

Austin, TX May 14, 2010 -- PubCon, the premier search and social media 

conference and expo, has announced that is will sponsor and exhibit at the 2010 

Door64 Tech Fair, to be held on June 15, at the AT&T Conference Center, Austin, 

Texas. This event, the second annual Door64 Tech Fair, was created to help 

technical workers network, make job leads, and strengthen existing business 
relationships, and is an event PubCon expects to appeal to many of its attendees.  

"We're glad to be able to help support the 2010 Door64 Tech Fair, a unique and 

important event that will help anyone looking to build new business contacts or 

expand existing partnerships," Brett Tabke, PubCon and WebmasterWorld founder 

and chief executive, said. “Stop by the PubCon booth in the exhibit hall and get 

information about our upcoming 2010 PubCon Las Vegas conference to be held on 
November 8 – 11," Tabke concluded. 

 

Matt Genovese, founder of Door64 and a past speaker at PubCon, expected that 

the 2010 Door64 Tech Fair would appeal to the tech-savvy attendees of PubCon. 

"I'm thrilled to have PubCon participating in the Door64 Tech Fair," Genovese 

said. "PubCon is an excellent gathering of top brass from the online search and 

social media realms, and many members in the Austin and central Texas 

door64.com community have benefited by engaging in PubCon conferences to 

learn about the latest online trends. I'm excited to have PubCon involved in the 

Door64 Tech Fair," Genovese added.  

"As PubCon attendees have no doubt realized, networking is crucial for finding 

new business and refreshing existing relationships," Genovese said. "Likewise, 

professional networking is a paramount theme at the Door64 Tech Fair. The goal 
of the Door64 Tech Fair is to showcase central Texas technology companies for 

thousands of local technology professionals to induce new customers, partners, 

suppliers, hiring candidates, investors, and more. My motto has been that 

'exposure breeds opportunity,' and the Door64 Tech Fair is a catalyst for that 
opportunity," Genovese said.  

"Our inaugural event last year had 37 local tech companies, one thousand 

attendees, and excellent testimonials from everyone involved, and this year we're 

expecting our second annual event to have even a greater showing," Genovese 
noted.  

"Any central Texas-area technology company is invited to participate in the 

Door64 Tech Fair exhibition, and given our local support of search and social 

media companies, I'm expecting to see excellent participation on that front," 
Genovese said.  

Details about the Door64 Tech Fair are available at www.door64.com.  

PubCon registration and more information is available at www.pubcon.com  

About PubCon  

PubCon is a multi-track educational conference hosted by WebmasterWorld. 

PubCon events are for thought leaders and professionals Internet marketing, 

social media, search marketing and advertising to gather and to share best 

practices in the design, development, promotion and marketing of their Internet 
businesses and brands.  



For more information about the conference, contact Brett Tabke at 512-231-8107 
or brett at webmasterworld.com  

In the U.K., contact Neil Marshall at 512-231-8107 ext 106 or engine at 
webmasterworld.com  

For more details about sponsorship and exhibition opportunities, contact Strategic 

Marketing Director Joseph Morin at 512-231-8107 ext 104 or joe at 
webmasterworld.com  

 

 


